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enforced?

EMA / CBG Procurement Manufacturing Sez ea
Approvals 2 o9auon for vaccine

Pp! prioritization

Initial supply is being manufactured during clinical trials and How do you plan for

has been purchased “at risk” by global governments demand, supply and
5

allocation across multiple Reimbursement
manufacturers? and insurance

contractsShipment 1: Vaccines

i 1
Shipment 2: Ancillary supply kits including needles, syringes, and limited PPE

Tracking and Cold Pick & pack processes and Primary Distribution Public Supply planning
[SE TRV ETRECEE]4 inventory management and Storage Communication

OD [10] LICHENS HELIN How do you ensure suppliers
and third-party partners

Shipment3: Difuent (if needed) have the correct cyber and

security infrastructure in

place?

Vaccine Administration: 1st Dose Track adverse Administration: 2nd Dose
>

Track adverse

Storage first dose Tracking events second dose Tracking events

How do you train How will patients How do you properly track

providers and create report adverse events immunizations and ensure

procedures for and to who? there is no fraud, waste, or

multiple vaccines? abuse?
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and granularity of demand

Develop and perform legal
risk assessment before

entering into any contract
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logistics partners etc. and

ensure transparency

throughout /

Perform end-to-end

planning, instead of
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order to oversee all critical

steps in the vaccine supply
chain

Assure end to end visibility
of lot traceability of all

vaccines & ancillary kits

Align vaccines / auxiliary

supply kits based on the

demand and the life of

each vaccine

Store

Different vaccines may

have different storage
requirements

Site selection will need to

balance storage
constraints / requirements
and population coverage

Deliver

Early decision making to

be done on in-house

versus third party logistics

providers

Sservice level agreements
(SLAs) should be put in

place towards external

partners

and various points to be addressed

Possible errors when

transporting vaccines

from sourcing units to

countries (misalignment in

order fulfillment)

Delays in pick pack &

orders fulfillment can

disrupt the replenishment
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Incorrect inventory cycle
counts can cause losses in

vaccines

Ensure adequate transport
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Detailed actions across the COVID-19 vaccine supply chain are required

Return

Estimate and handle the

returns

Specify all reverse

[ele] dles-fo]feel]

Assure a well

synchronized
collaboration between DC

& distribution vehicles
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Scenario planning and Supply chain control tower Network modeling Supply chain risk and
}

modeling and optimization mitigation lllustrative

Supply Production NELLIE Nolet RELLT ETN plat Point-of-care Caregiver Patient Destruction

VAS and

packaging

procurement and

contracting

Cold chain audit and quality

Cemprocesses

Contract labor

advisory

Expedite and premiumA and Real estate

EE freight management
fraud campaigns logistics strategy=volume a

surge management
Dosage monitoring

ris]
and audit
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Syringe destruction
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Reverse logistics and

Pop:up location
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(syringe, needle, PPE, other)

Global trade and Storage and logistics

tax procurement and
2 Procurement and

contracting
management of supplies
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anagement in order to accelerate success

EY can support across the following areas:

L J
Communication

Command

Center

Patient Provider

Solutions

Supply Chain &

Inventory Mgt

Analytics

Vaccine Survey and segmentation model

Vaccine communication plans for citizens, health departments and partners

Provide templates for press, officials, local health districts and other ecosystem
partners for briefings & presentations

Stand up and operate a Vaccine Command Center

Establish Emergency Incident Response center

Standup Contact Center for ecosystem partners, providers, and residents

Selecting patient/provider solution/application

Configuring and testing a selected solution/application

Deploying with training and hyper-care
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Determine fit existing inventory mgt solution and recommend go-forward approach

Work with partners to determine storage and distribution viability
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Vaccine and supplies requirements by geo

Key metrics including inventory levels, storage capacity, product usage
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Where we're doing it / done it before
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communications plan to roll out an exposure

notification app for a Southeastern state

Supported a US Northern State to assess its

statewide COVID-19 community engagement

response

Providing Command Center services to the

Department of Health and Human Services of

a US Southeastern state
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global governance efforts to accelerate the
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for vaccine program in US Southeastern

state

Enabling global pharmac company with
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manufacturing and launching of vaccine
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EY | Assurance | Tax | Strategy and Transactions | Consulting

About EY

EY exists to build a better working world, helping create long-term value

for clients, people and society and build trust in the capital markets.

Enabled by data and technology, diverse EY teams in over 150

countries provide trust through assurance and help clients grow,

transform and operate.

Working across assurance, consulting, law, strategy, tax and

transactions, EY teams ask better questions to find new answers for the

complex issues facing our world today.

EY refers to the global organization, and may refer to ane or more, of the

member firms of Ernst & Young Global Limited, each of which is a separate legal
entity. Ernst & Young Global Limited, a UK company limited by guarantee, does
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personal data and a description of the rights individuals have under data

protection legislation are available via ey.com/privacy. For more information

about our organization, please visit ey.com.

® 2020 EYGM Limited.

All Rights Reserved.

This material has been prepared for general informational purposes only and is not intended to be relied

upon as accounting, tax or other professional advice. Please refer to your advisors for specific advice.
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